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The Princeton Guide to Ecology is a concise, authoritative one-volume reference to the field's
major subjects and key concepts. Edited by eminent ecologist Simon Levin, with contributions
from an international team of leading ecologists, the book contains more than ninety clear,
accurate, and up-to-date articles on the most important topics within seven major areas:
autecology, population ecology, communities and ecosystems, landscapes and the biosphere,
conservation biology, ecosystem services, and biosphere management. Complete with more than
200 illustrations (including sixteen pages in color), a glossary of key terms, a chronology of
milestones in the field, suggestions for further reading on each topic, and an index, this is an
essential volume for undergraduate and graduate students, research ecologists, scientists in
related fields, policymakers, and anyone else with a serious interest in ecology.

Explains key topics in one concise and authoritative volume 
Features more than ninety articles written by an international team of leading ecologists 
Contains more than 200 illustrations, including sixteen pages in color 
Includes glossary, chronology, suggestions for further reading, and index 
Covers autecology, population ecology, communities and ecosystems, landscapes and the
biosphere, conservation biology, ecosystem services, and biosphere management

Simon A. Levin is the George M. Moffett Professor of Biology and a professor of ecology and
environmental biology at Princeton University, where he directs the Center for BioComplexity.
He is the author, editor, or coeditor of many books, including the Encyclopedia of Biodiversity.
Among his many awards are the Heineken Prize for Environmental Sciences, the Kyoto Prize in
Basic Sciences, the Margalef Award for Ecology, and the Eminent Ecologist Award from the
Ecological Society of America.

Review:

"Every ecology graduate student studying for their comprehensive examination needs this book.
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For that matter, every practicing ecologist interested in keeping up with aspects of the field,
particularly outside of their own subdiscipline, would be well served to have this book on
hand."--Jonathan M. Chase, Quarterly Review of Biology

"[A] content-rich volume presenting the diversity of ecology, from basic to applied."--Library
Journal

"The Princeton Guide to Ecology is a comprehensive assemblage of contemporary ecological
research studies and issues related to the different disciplines of the ecological sciences. . . .
Technical information throughout the book is presented in a simple-to-understand manner; a
comprehensive glossary facilitates further understanding of terminology/concepts. This volume
will be useful to students as well as professionals in areas related to environmental health and
public policy."--Choice

"Edited by eminent ecologist Simon Levin, with contributions from leading ecologists, the book
explains key topics in more than ninety concise and authoritative articles."--Blackwells
Recommends

"Because ecology and conservation are such hot topics as of late, this title could be useful to a
number of people. The obvious choice is that of university libraries; however, researchers in the
field, scientists in related fields, as well as policy makers and journalists could use this title in
their work."--Shannon Graff Hysell, American Reference Books Annual

Endorsement:

"A long-needed sourcebook to the science so pertinent to the future, providing rich and eminently
readable entries on all aspects of ecology--so valuable that it is hard to imagine how anyone
managed without it."--Thomas E. Lovejoy, President, Heinz Center for Science, Economics and
the Environment
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